
Hand Crafting Your Organic Dreams





Take armfuls of the softest lamb’s wool and
a length of beautifully woven organic cotton,

add years of craftmanship and a passion for detail, then
mix well in a workshop overlooking the rolling hills of Carmarthenshire.

A beautiful handmade mattress will help you get the sleep that you so richly
deserve. Abaca makes gloriously comfortable mattresses that will support your
body in all the right places, whatever weight, height or age you may be.

But making lovely mattresses isn’t enough. We believe that by offering you an
organic product we are making sure there are no harmful fire retardants or

chemicals that can contaminate your body while you sleep. Your bedroom should
be a haven from our increasingly polluted environment, a place where you feel

safe and secure.

The traditional materials we use at Abaca have stood the test of time. They are all
natural and we are certified as organic by the Soil Association. We have a range
that will let you choose between pocket sprung, natural latex or our natural

Italian style mattresses. All have been carefully put together by hand and will last
for many years if cared for properly.

So turn the pages and take your first step towards pure, natural, luxurious
sleep…….





Back in the days when organic food was becoming popular, our founder Rhiannon Rowley was inspired  to bring an or-
ganic mattress to the British market. Her dream slowly became a reality as she worked on a pilot project with the Soil
Association to help develope their textile standards. It took many years to get all of the materials that were needed
certified properly, but eventually they were, and in 2004 Abaca was launched. Rhiannon was determined that the business
should be based in rural Wales, and indeed a suitable site was found at a farm which was going though diversification.
We arrive at work every morning to a fabulous view of the Carmarthenshire hills and are surrounded by green fields,
most of which have sheep in them! Our organic ethos covers everything we do and make. As an organic business we
know that we’re contributing to the well-being of the world, its people and the animals that inhabit it. This little corner
of Wales is rich in wildlife, and it’s great knowing that by supporting organic farming we are contributing to the
biodiversity of our land. Wales is a small country but unique in language and culture. Our mattresses and beds are all
named after places in Wales as a tribute to this wonderful place.

History



Over the years Abaca has made mattresses for horseboxes, yurts,
camper vans, narrow boats and yachts. Every time we make a
bespoke mattress for one of our customers it’s made to the high
standards that they expect. So whatever the size, wherever the
mattress needs to go, be assured that we will work with you so you
get exactly what you want.

Delivering your new mattress is no problem either. Whether you live in
London or on an island off the coast of Scotland, there is an appropriate
way to deliver your new mattress. If you live further afield rest assured the
international carriers we work with will deliver anywhere in the world.
We’ve sent mattresses to lots of destinations, including France,
Switzerland, Tahiti, Dubai and Hong Kong, so do please ask us for a quote.

Handmade For You...



Every mattress is hand made to order. This means that we
can make exactly what you want whether it be longer,
shorter, wider or narrower. So if you need a tiny mattress
for a converted attic or an extra large mattress for a master
bedroom, we can make it for you.

Speak with our specialist team and discuss your needs.
They’ll be able to talk through all the options, and give you
great advice about which mattress is best for you. Once
that decision is made, then there are lots of  extras that we
can offer. You may need corner cut outs for a four poster,
or perhaps you’d like your mattress monogrammed in a
particular colour embroidery thread. Zip and link is a
popular choice as is a dual sided mattress for those of
different weights. 

Not only can we produce a mattress and upholstered base
in the shape and size you want, but we can also match
them to your decor.  We work with a well established
manufacturer of cotton and linen fabrics so just ask for a
swatch. An upholstered headboard gives the finishing
touch to your lovely new bed. We make these from our
organic materials so please contact us to discuss your
needs.

...By Our Dedicated Crafstsmen





The best mattresses in the world are made using natural fibres, so it comes as no suprise that Abaca mattresses are made using 100%
natural and organic fillings. They not only provide the most comfortable sleeping surface, but they also help to naturally regulate your
body temperature while you sleep. There are lots of natural fibres that we use in our mattresses, but the three most important ones
are cotton, wool and horsehair.

Organic cotton is grown and processed without using  any harmful chemicals. The organic cotton fabric that we use for all our mat-
tresses is woven for us in the North of England. We are proud to support the weaving industry in the United Kingdom.

Organic wool comes from sheep that have had the very best of care. Organic welfare standards ensure that the animals are correctly
cared for and the sheared wool which is removed from the sheep every year is premium quality. Wool is the very best fibre for tem-
perature regulation and also has astonishing fire retardant qualities by meeting and exceeding the British Fire Safety test BS 7177.

Natural horsehair has been used in mattresses for centuries. It has a lovely natural springiness that makes a mattress feel very special.

Fibres



Made exclusively with the best long staple organic wool, the Newgale mattress is an heirloom piece that will give you a great night’s sleep for many
years to come. The Italians have been making similar mattresses for generations and we are proud to be the only company in the United Kingdom
that makes mattresses in this way. Washed and carded organic wool is built up layer upon layer within an organic cotton cover. The cover is then
hand stitched and tufted to give the lovely deep buttoning effect which is characteristic of these mattresses.

This luxurious mattress is made by building up layers of wool and horsehair inside a cotton cover using a traditional Italian technique. Only the best
fibre is chosen, and after thorough washing and hand carding the materials are carefully layered to ensure the mattress is evenly filled. Hand stitching
gives this mattress is charateristic shape and structure, and hand tufting ensures that fillings stay in place.

Natural Fibre Mattresses

Newgale

Nolton



Natural Fibre Mattresses



Derived from the rubber tree, latex is the most naturally durable cushioning material available. It is made from a milky substance that drips from the
rubber tree when the bark is slashed. This does not harm the tree and latex is an entirely sustainable product. During the production process which
converts the latex from a liquid, the resin is whipped and baked. The finished product is naturally biodegradable.  The main ingredient in the
manufacture of a natural latex pad is simply natural rubber, at 90% to 95%. Some other ingredients are necessary for the vulcanisation, foaming and
curing process, but these are largely ‘cooked out’ leaving a final product which is 99% natural rubber. To ensure the product is as clean as possible,
it is washed a minimum of three times before the manufacturing process is complete. Organic latex is a superb product which makes a wonderful,
long lasting mattress. All our latex mattresses are certified as organic by the Soil Association.

Latex



Natural latex makes the perfect metal free mattress. The Ramsey is
made with a 15cm deep pad of latex. Organic wool is hand layered
and stitched around the pad and it is finished with an organic

cotton cover.

Available as a Soft, Medium and Firm.

Natural Latex Mattresses

Ramsey

Materials

15 cms Natural latex core
Soft layers of organic wool
Organic herringbone cotton

Felted tufts to hold layers securely



The Rhossili mattress is made using three seperate pads of natural
latex. A thicker latex core that is enveloped by two shallower layers
help give a softer feel but with lots of support. Organic wool layers

add the final touch of comfort.

Available in Soft, Medium and Firm.

Natural Latex Mattresses

Rhossili

Materials

18 cms Natural latex core
Soft layers of organic wool
Organic herringbone cotton

Wool tufts to hold layers securely



This is the ultimate in luxury. A 21cm deep pad of natural latex
surrounded by lashings of the softest organic lambs wool. Each
stage of the assembly of this mattress is done by hand to make sure

that it’s perfect.

Available in Soft, Medium and Firm.

Natural Latex Mattresses

Raglan

Materials

21 cms Natural latex core
Soft layers of organic wool
Organic herringbone cotton

Wool tufts to hold layers securely



“A good laugh and a long sleep are 
! two b"t cur"”

Anonym#s





Inside a pocket sprung mattress there are many individual springs encased in their own little pocket. Making a mattress with these springs ensures
there is no transferred movement from one side of the bed to the other. Perfect if you’ve got a partner that tosses and turns. Unfortunately they have
become a marketing dream, if a 600 spring count is good, then a 1000 spring count must be better, and when you get up to 1500 or 2000 spring count
then the product must be fantastic! If life were only that simple. So lets agree first that theres a lot of nonsense talked about spring counts. What
really matters is the springs are well made, the pocket unit is properly flat and that the mattress is properly upholstered.  The technology that produces
these springs has changed dramatically over the years. Thirty years ago a pocket sprung unit was sewn together by hand and took an inordinate
amount of time to produce, but European and North American technology has seen the market revolutionised over the last fifteen years. Even the
cheapest pocket sprung units manufactured today are vastly superior to what was being made in the past, but a 1500 spring count isn’t in some way
“better” than a 600 count.All our pocket sprung mattresses are made on a 1000 spring count units. That means there are 1000 springs in a 150x200cm
unit. A 1000 count unit has a spring that is small enough to be reactive, but strong enough to ensure that it’s many years before it starts to lose its
tension. The SoftTouch springs we use have been specially designed so that they deliver a high degree of comfort whatever the individual body
weight, shape or sleep pattern. That means we are offering our customers the very best of modern spring technology, but wrapped in our wonderful
organic materials.

Pocket Sprung



For those who love the idea of sleeping on wool but like the
support of a pocket spring, this mattress is perfect. Layers of
needled wool of differing densities give the Snowdon its unique

character, and the wool gives a deep luxurious finish.

Featuring SoftTouch pocket springs

Pocket Sprung Mattresses

Snowdon

Materials

SoftTouch Pocket Sprung unit
Heavy durable isulating wool layer
Soft layers of organic wool
Organic herringbone cotton
Felt tufts to hold layers in place



The Chester mattress combines pocket sprung technology with
natural latex. The layer of latex makes this the perfect mattress for
partners who require different levels of support. As with all of our
mattresses generous layers of organic welsh wool gives warmth and

breathability.

Featuring SoftTouch pocket springs

Pocket Sprung Mattresses

Chester

Materials

SoftTouch Pocket Sprung unit
Heavy durable isulating wool layer
3cm comfort layer of natural latex 
Soft layers of organic wool
Organic herringbone cotton

Wool tufts to hold layers in place



Horsehair has been used in mattresses for centuries, and with good
reason, as it gives unrivalled comfort and support. Our Monmouth
mattress is made of generous layers of horsehair topped with layers
of organic wool.  A handmade mattress made with traditional
materials, the Monmouth will give you a great night’s sleep for

years to come.

Featuring SoftTouch pocket springs

Pocket Sprung Mattresses

Monmouth

Materials
SoftTouch Pocket Sprung unit
Horsehair insulating layer
Lightly needled horsehair
Soft layers of organic wool
Organic herringbone cotton

Wool tufts to hold layers in place





Scientists are still working out exactly why we need sleep. Indeed it’s a question that has baffled people for many centuries. Some believe we sleep
so that our bodies have a chance to renew themselves after a busy day, but it turns out that the amount of energy we save by sleeping is about the
same amount of energy that’s in one piece of toast! We need sleep otherwise cognitive skills such as memory and innovative thinking are badly
effected, so sleep clearly plays a significant role in the way our brain functions and develops. Without sleep we are grumpy, groggy and irritable;
concentration becomes more difficult and our attention span shortens considerably.

So a good night’s sleep is essential for both our physical and mental health, and doing everything we can to ensure that we sleep well ought to be a
priority. Choosing a mattress and bedding made with natural materials will help your body regulate its own temperature. Wool is proven to create
the very best sleeping environment because of it’s ability to wick moisture away.

Sleep

“Sleep is that golden chain that ties health and our bodies together”

Thomas Dekker



Cambria - Upholstered Bed Base

If you prefer your bedroom to have softer contours, rest your mattress on an
Abaca upholstered base. These simple but sturdy bases are upholstered with
natural horsehair, organic wool and organic cotton. You can choose which
fabric to have it covered in from our range of subtle organic colours. Solid
oak legs with bevelled corners provide and excellent support for the base and
the brassware gives an elegant finish,

These bases can be made in any size, but anything bigger than a standard
double is made in two pieces so they can be carried upstairs. If you choose to
have a zip and link mattress to partner your Cambria base then you have the
option of seperating one large bed into two singles.



Oak Bed Frames
Our beautiful solid oak bed frames are versatile enough to fit into any
bedroom. Available in any size there are a selection of styles and finishes for
you to choose from. The oak is carefully chosen from sustainable French
woodlands and has been properly matured and seasoned. Only the best will
do for our lovely mattresses.



Mattress Toppers

Toppers are great for adding a layer of extra comfort to your mattress. We have a wide variety, ranging from a shallow wool-only topper at 1.5cms, up
to a luxuriously deep horsehair topper at 10cm. Each have different benefits, depending on your requirements.



Pillows & Duvets

We produce various types of pillows in a range of sizes, so whether you need a neck support pillow, baby feeding pillow or just some straight forward
gorgeous wool pillows, we can supply them.  To go in hand with the wool pillows, we offer wool duvets - great at keeping cool in the summer and
toasty warm in the colder months.



“Come with me, 

where dreams are born 

and time is never planned”

Peter Pan



As a very personal finishing touch to your child’s mattress, we 
are happy to embroider it with their name.



For Your Growing Family
Children are so precious and we all want to
do what is best for them. It’s important that
the cot mattress you buy for your baby
conforms to all the British Standards
regarding size, cleanliness of fillings and
fire retardancy. It’s also important that a cot
mattress is firm enought to support a baby
properly and that your child is not exposed
to any gases that foam may produce. An
Abaca cot mattress meets every required
standard and is certified organic as well.

Abaca can make a mattress to fit that
treasured moses basket or antique cot, but
of course we also make a whole range of
standard sizes that will fit any high street
product. As your baby grows we can make
a junior mattress, or indeed any of our adult
range of mattresses, in any size to fit a bunk
bed, a cabin bed or a trundle. An organic
mattress for your baby or toddler is a must!



As your child gets older and moves into their first proper bed, a well made mattress from
Abaca can see them through to their teenage years, so using one of our organic protectors
makes sure that you get the maximum life from your purchase.



Symbols You Can Trust

On our mattress labels you’ll find various symbols. The British Wool symbol tells you all our wool comes from the UK. All of our pocket sprung
mattresses carry the Leggett & Platt logo. They make the springs which we use, and this logo confirms that they are produced here in the UK. 

The most important symbols are those from the Soil Association and GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard). These symbols can only be used if
our systems are regularly inspected and there is complete accountability for everything we use in our mattresses. All our materials can be traced
back to the original producers, so you can be assured that the word ‘organic’ means exactly that.

By using the very best organic materials we ensure that mattresses we make are gloriously comfortable and long lasting, and we are proud to put the
Abaca logo on everything we make.







Meet Our Management Team

Spending time outdoors is what
Rhiannon likes best. During
time away from work she and
her spaniel spend hours walking
through the countryside
enjoying the scenery and
wildlife. Whether in Wales or
the continent, she seeks out
those quiet places away from
the crowds where she can make
the most of the natural world.
Rhiannon is a lay minister with
the Church in Wales and does
all she can to support people in
her local community.

Rhiannon
Founder

On her days off Rebecca is likely
to be found dismantling a land
Rover in the morning and
working with her Belgian Draft
horse in the afternoon. Her dog
is usually by her side wherever
she goes, and takes a keen
interest in country persuits.
Rebecca particularly likes road
trips and tries to make time for
at least one expedition to a new
destination every year. Rebecca’s
management skills have
transformed Abaca and ensured
the business has a bright future.

Rebecca
Director

An enthusiastic paraglider and
motorcyclist, Neil loves that little
frisson of excitement that these
sports bring to his life. He has
travelled Europe seeking out the
very best flying conditions so
that he can see the world from a
bird’s eye view. At home in Wales
he enjoys walking his dog in the
Welsh mountains and touring
on his motorbike. Always up for
a new challenge, Neil’s skills
have enabled Abaca’s systems to
be streamlined and modernised.

Neil
Operations Manager

Cherise is very much at home on
the back of a horse and
thoroughly enjoys the time she
spends out riding with her
friends. At home her dogs and
cats keep her busy and she is a
tower of strength to her family.
An enthusiatic and cheerful
leader of the production
department, Cherise has worked
her way up through the ranks to
become a highly skilled and
proficient member of the
management team.

Cherise
Production Team Leader



www.abacaorganic.co.uk

Email: info@abacaorganic.co.uk

Telephone: +44 (0) 1269 598 491

Abaca Ltd
Unit 1 Ty Croes Business Park

Pontarddulais Road
Ammanford

Carmarthenshire
SA18 3RD
Wales

Contact us:


